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Click for the pattern:
Materials:
-waterproof fabric 60cm (24 inches)
-warm lining fabric (for example fleece or artifical fur)
60cm (20 inches)
-velcro (for example 2cm / ~1" wide)

This pattern is made for coat like in the picture at the end of this page; you might want to consider makig a
bigger coat in up-down direction. Then the coat would protect some more.
Bend the waterproof fabric in half, put the bend in place marked in the picture. Cut the pieces, collar B is
not mandatory. You can also make it from artificial fur, both sides. This would make the coat look really
cool:) Bend the lining fabric and cut one similar main piece also.
Open bent pieces. Sew lining and waterproof fabric together from wrong side, but leave the collar area
open. Turn inside out, so the seams are hidden nicely. Attach the collar, sew along the edge of main piece.
If you made the collar from two pieces, do it the same way as main piece: together from wrong side and
then turn inside out. If you do not make a collar, then just sew the main pieces together as nicely as you
can.
Try the coat on the dog and choose suitable places for velcro on the front (about place C) Choose a spot for
stomach band also (about place A)
Sew in the front velcro, if you do not want to use there velcro at all, sew pieces together. Just be sure that
dog's head can fit through. Sew stomach band in place from one side, sew also some velcro to it's free end.
Try the coat again, now it's easy to spot the place for velcro so that the stomach band works. Sew it in
place and the coat is finished!
The coat should look something like this (the stomach band in picture is different):

You can also use your own old winter coat as a fabric. Then there is more work to finish the edges, but
otherwise the coat is made even faster.
If you consider fleece as a lining fabric, note that it gathers static electricity easily. Therefore it collects lots
of hair.
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